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Postal 2 - A Week in Paradise [AWP] of 500 Weapons.by Draven-
Download.comPrion disease in domestic mammals: a review. Since
the identification of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE)
agent, the prion diseases of farm animals have been increasingly

recognized. The sporadic, transmissible and novel BSE prion
diseases are frequently enzootic, involving many species, and are
responsible for massive prion disease epidemics. In addition to the
farm animals described in this review, other susceptible mammals

are now documented as prion-affected, including mink, lions,
badgers, guinea pigs and raccoons. Numerous studies indicate that
the susceptibility of some farm animal species is not a reflection of
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the susceptibility of the natural reservoir, the carnivore host.
Genetic and biochemical differences within the prion protein may
enable the "convergence" of multiple prion hosts. Many species
can support the replication of different BSE agent strains. For
example, a high virulent TSE agent (classical BSE) has been

successfully transmitted to both sheep and cattle. Moreover, unlike
the BSE agent, the biological and genetic factors of the rodent-

derived scrapie prion agent are poorly characterized. Furthermore,
some TSEs in farm animals are not susceptible to certain BSE

strains. This implies that BSE strains may be continuously
emerging in the farm environment or that cell cultures in vitro

have failed to maintain the in vivo characteristics of the natural
BSE agent./** @jsx jsx */ import { EditorState } from'slate' import
{ jsx } from '../../../../__test-utils__/jsx' const input = ( This is bold
and italic. ) const output = ( This is bold and italic. ) it('simplifies
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